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WISTRO sees itself...

...as a problem solver for our customers when it comes to industrial ventilation. This 

is backed by a team of highly motivated design engineers, technicians and many 

more with their ideas and creativity. For more than 25 years, we live the feeling 

being a German mid-sized company - every day. WISTRO is a second-generation 

family-run business.

The following pages will not only present our products but also provide a look be-

hind the “blue label” with the six letters. What can you expect from us? Who are 

we? What is our philosophy? Why are we the right partner for your company?
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...have always been our three concepts and you will find them wherever we  

publicly appear. What does that mean to us?

Experience - Defines itself in more than 25 years’ success of the company. During 

this time, we experienced exceptional transformations. Our activities and products 

have undergone major changes in respect of new technologies, processes and types 

of communication, accompanied by an increasing application of IT up to Industry 

4.0. This experience has an influence on our products and services, and it supports 

us in future orientation of our customers and company.

Reliable - Acting predictably at any time, together with the approved WISTRO 

quality of our products and services appreciated by our customers and cooperating 

partners, defines our idea of this concept. With the combination of established pro-

ducts and the willingness to break new ground, we make “reliability” more than 

just a word.

Flexible - The increasing complexity of our daily activities requires a flexible acting 

beyond the usual processes. Product supply on short notice or product application 

to satisfy our customers’ needs – you can rely on WISTRO.
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Experienced, reliable, flexible...



6 Quality is more 7

...than high-quality and modern products complying 

with legal requirements. Quality is moreover defined by 

smooth processes at the point where our customers and 

cooperating partners make contact with us. Short dis-

tances, quick information and binding statements.

Quality is more…



Continuous  
development…

...as part of our daily activities. Whether external or in-

ternal communication took place, we ensure continuous 

change, optimisation and development by a long-prac-

tised philosophy. For complying with legal standards we 

refer to our membership in the Mechanical Engineering 

Industry Association (VDMA). We can recognise ten-

dencies at an early stage to take appropriate measures.  

In the field of technical innovation we refer to our long-

term cooperation with the University of Hanover. The 

result is a framework of internal and external sources 

of information that ensure a continuous development.
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Vorwort | Vorwort10 Our environment 11

Our environment…

...is more than only ISO 14.001 for us. Efficient pro-

cesses and executions provide the base for resource- 

saving procedures in material usage and lowest possible  

emissions. This approach is supported by latest me-

chanical equipments and a respective infrastructure.  

To make ourselves constantly aware of this principle 

and as a proof to our partners, we created the WISTRO  

Sustainability logo. We care for our environment.
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Elektro-Mechanik GmbH

WISTRO Elektro-Mechanik GmbH
Berliner Allee 29 - 31  |  30855 Langenhagen (Germany)   

Fon: +49 (0)511 726 38 - 0  |  Fax: +49 (0)511 726 38 - 60  |   

E-Mail: info@wistro.com  |  Web: www.wistro.com

Our certificates…

offering a third party confirmation on our daily-live principles.

ISO 9.001 TÜV NORD

WISTRO SustainabilityISO 14.001 TÜV NORD

ErP2015 conformityUL/CSA certification

IEC/IECEx certification


